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Abstract. An analysis for operating characteristics of journal bearing lubrication system is
performed based on the numerical model. Dynamic bearing lubrication characteristics such as
oil film pressure and thickness distribution can be analyzed through a numerical model with an
integration of elastohydrodynamics and multi-flexible-body dynamics (MFBD). In particular,
the oil film thickness variation by elastic deformation is considered in the elastohydrodynamic
analysis by applying the bending stiffness effect of journal. And the oil film thickness variation
by the bending stiffness effect is applied to the fluid governing equations to calculate the oil
film pressure in the elastohydrodynamic lubrication region. A series of process proposed in this
study is available for the analysis of realistic elastohydrodynamic lubrication phenomenon.
Also, a numerical example for the journal bearing lubrication system is demonstrated and
compared with the experimental results. The numerical results considering the bending stiffness
effect show a good agreement with the experimental results.
Keywords: journal bearing, lubrication, elastohydrodynamics, MFBD, bending stiffness effect.
1. Introduction
The journal bearings, which is the one of the widely used machine elements, transmit the
power while reducing the friction and resisting the external loads. In particular, in the internal
combustion engine which is frequently used for power generation, the various journal bearings
are used between the piston, piston pin, connecting rod, crankshaft, and engine block. These
journal bearings, which are under the alternating loads caused by the gas forces of the internal
engines, guarantee the smooth operation of the engine and are tightly related to the durability of
the engine system. In order to achieve the high-performance output and to reduce the engine
weight, the importance of the bearing lubrication analysis has been increased [1-3].
The study of bearing lubrication is based on the Reynolds equation [4] which describes the
thickness and pressure of fluid film generated by the relative motion of objects. Accordingly, to
estimate the lubrication film characteristics such as the oil film thickness and pressure, a multiflexible-body dynamics analysis (MFBD) [5-7] is needed to obtain the information for the
relative motion between journal and bearing and the elastohydrodynamic lubrication analysis is
also needed to get lubrication characteristics.
Generally, elastohydrodynamic lubrication can be classified by two types based on the
relationship between surface roughness and oil film thickness. One type is the full-film
lubrication. It has been widely used when the lubricant film is sufficiently thick in which there
is no significant asperity contact. In this case, the pressure is only governed by Reynolds
equation which is first established by Reynolds [4]. The other type is the mixed lubrication.
When the lubricant film is not enough to thick, the asperity contacts between two bodies can
occur [8, 9]. Therefore, in mixed lubrication region, the total pressure should be treated as the
sum of the pressure induced by the fluid flow and the asperity contact. This study uses the
Reynolds equation to obtain the hydrodynamic pressure and Greenwood and Tripp’s asperity
contact model [9] to obtain asperity contact pressure.
To obtain more reasonable results for lubrication characteristics, it is also important to
consider the variation for oil film thickness and oil film pressure resulting from the elastic
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deformation of flexible bodies. To consider this effect on the elastohydrodynamic analysis, this
study proposes a numerical model which can express the bending effect of journal in the journal
bearing system. The proposed bending effect is based on the beam theory.
In the Section 2 and 3, the MFBD and EHD theories are briefly introduced, respectively.
The numerical model considering the bending effect of journal is introduced in Section 4.
Numerical analysis procedure is explained in Section 5. A numerical example is discussed in
Section 6 and the conclusions are in Section 7.
2. Multi-Flexible-Body Dynamics
In this section, the brief formulations for MBD and MFBD are introduced. The detailed
information is described well in [7].
2. 1 MBD Formulation
The coordinate systems for two contiguous rigid bodies in 3D space are shown in Fig. 1.
Two rigid bodies are connected by a joint, and an external force F is acting on the rigid body
j . The X - Y - Z frame is global reference frame and x ′ - y ′ - z ′ is body reference frame with
respect to the X - Y - Z frame. The subscript i means the inboard body of body j in the
spanning tree of a recursive formulation.
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Fig. 1. Two contiguous rigid bodies

The equations of motion for a constrained mechanical system in the joint space have been
obtained by using the velocity transformation method as follows:
ɺ + ΦΤ λ − Q ) = 0
F = BT ( M Y
(1)
Ζ
where Φ and λ , respectively, denote the cut joint constraint and the corresponding Lagrange
multiplier. M is a mass matrix, Y is a Cartesian velocity vector and Q is a force vector
including the external forces in the Cartesian space. And B is a velocity transformation matrix
between the relative space and Cartesian space.
2. 2 MFBD Formulation
The equation of motion for the rigid body can be expanded from the Eq. (1) as follows:
ɺ r + Φ rr T λ rr + Φ er T λ er − Q r = 0
F = BT M r Y
(2)
z
z
r

(

)
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where the superscript r denotes a rigid body quantity. The superscripts rr means the quantities
between rigid bodies and the superscript er means the quantities between a flexible body node
and a rigid body. The constraints equations between rigid bodies are expressed as a function of
the rigid body generalized coordinates q r as follows:

(

Φ rr = Φ rr q r , t

)

(3)

Similarly, we can derive the equations of motion for the flexible body as follows:
ɺɺe + Φqeee T λ ee + Φqere T λ er − Qe = 0
Fe = Meq

(4)

where the superscript e denotes a quantity describing a flexible body node and q e is the
generalized coordinate for the flexible body nodes. The superscript ee represents a relative
quantity between a flexible body nodes and the superscript er denotes a relative quantity
between a flexible body node and a rigid body. The forces Qe between flexible body nodes can
be expressed as the sum of the element forces and applied forces such as gravity or contact
forces. The flexible body joint constraints Φ er between a flexible body node and a virtual rigid
body can be expressed as follows:

(

Φer = Φer q e , q r , t

)

(5)
ee

Similarly, the constraint equations Φ between flexible body nodes can be expressed as
Eq. (6):

(

Φee = Φ ee q e , t

)

(6)

Finally, we can compose the whole system matrix for the MFBD problems as shown in
Eq. (7) and we can solve Eq. (7) using a sparse linear solver to find the incremental quantities,
which are added to the previous solution. This study used a generalized-alpha method for time
integration [10]:
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(7)

3. Elastohydrodynamics (EHD)
3. 1 Governing Equation of Hydrodynamics
Fig. 2 shows a schematic diagram for relative motion and dimensions between a bearing and
a journal. In the figure, R is the journal radius and Cr is the clearance in the journal bearing
lubrication problems.
The governing equation for the fluid flow becomes the Couette-Poiseuille flow equation
[11-13]. Then, if the mass or flow rate conservation law is applied, the Reynolds’ equation for
the hydrodynamic problems can be expressed as Eq. (8):
∂  ∂p  ∂  ∂p 
∂H
∂H
H3
Γ  +  Γ  = 12V + 6U
+ 6W
, Γ=
(8)

∂x  ∂x  ∂z  ∂z 
∂x
∂z
µ
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Fig. 2. The schematic diagram of a journal bearing

Here U , V and W are x, y and z components of the relative velocity of the journal
surface (at y = H ), respectively, with respect to the bearing. H is the oil film thickness
considering the bending effect and µ is the dynamic viscosity. The Eq. (8) is solved iteratively
with the successive over-relaxation method [14]. The oil film thickness without bending effect
is defined as Eq. (9):
H 0 (θ ) = Cr − ex cos θ − ey sin θ
(9)
Additionally, to support the general-purpose EHD solution, groove and oil hole effects are
also implemented as the pressure boundary conditions.
3. 2 Asperity Contact
When the oil film thickness is not enough thick compared to the surface roughness, the
contact pressure resulting from the asperities between bodies should be considered as shown in
Fig. 3.

Asperity Contact Points

Fig. 3. An example of asperity contact

The asperity contact model by [9] is used to model the mixed lubrication region. In
Greenwood and Tripp’s model, the asperity contact pressure pa can be calculated as follows:
pa ( H ) = KE ′F5/ 2 ( H / σ s )
6.804


H 
H
 H   4.4086 × 10−5  4 −
, if
<4

F5/ 2   = 
σs 
σs

 σs  
, otherwise
0
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where K is the elastic factor and σ s is the root mean square of the asperity summit heights and
E ′ is the composite elastic modulus [15].
4. Bending Stiffness Effect
4. 1 Bending Effect of Journal
When a high external load is applied to the journal bearing, the journal can be bent and the
variation of gap δ between journal and bearing occurs in axial direction as shown in Fig. 4.
Because this gap is related to the oil film thickness, we need to consider this gap for the oil film
thickness evaluation to analyze more accurate lubrication characteristics. The oil film thickness
considering the bending of journal can be defined as follows:
H (θ ) = H 0 (θ ) − δ x cos θ − δ y cos θ
(11)
where H 0 is defined in Eq. (9) and H is used to solve Reynolds equation of Eq. (8). In this
study, the bending stiffness effect model based on the beam theory is proposed to obtain the
gap δ .
Bearing

δ

Journal

Y

Z

External Force

Fig. 4. Bending phenomenon of journal

4. 2. Bending Stiffness Effect Model
To express the bending phenomenon of journal, two dimensional beam model is introduced
as shown in Fig. 5. In this numerical model, translational and rotational springs are used to
adjust the degree of restriction for both ends of beam. If the spring coefficients for translational
and rotational spring are infinite, both ends of beam can be regarded as fixed. Additionally,
pressure applied to journal is assumed as a line distributed load for beam.
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Fig. 5. Two dimensional beam model equivalent to journal
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Based on above mentioned features, we can make a general beam model which has N
nodes and N − 1 elements. In accordance with the beam theory, stiffness matrix for each
element except for elements at both ends is defined as follows:
 12
 L3
 i
 6
 2
Li
K i = EI 
 −12
 3
 Li
 6
 2
 Li

6
Li 2

−12
Li 3

4
Li

−6
Li 2

−6
Li 2

12
Li 3

2
Li

−6
Li 2

6 
Li 2 

2 

Li 
, for 2 ≤ i ≤ N − 2
−6 

Li 2 
4 

Li 

(12)

where K i and Li denotes the stiffness matrix and the length of i-th element except for elements
at both ends, respectively. E is the Young’s modulus and I is the area moment of inertia of
journal body. For the both end elements, stiffness matrix is defined as follows:
 KTrans
 0
Ki = 
 − KTrans

 0

0
K Rot
0

− KTrans
0
KTrans

− K Rot

0

0 
− K Rot 
, for i = 1and N − 1
0 

K Rot 

(13)

where KTrans and K Rot are translational and rotational spring coefficient, respectively. Line
distributed load w can be calculated as follows:
w=

F
L'

(14)

where F is the external force applied to journal resulting from the oil film pressure and L' is
the length of part in which oil film pressure occurs.
Accordingly, if a line distributed load is applied on i-th element, the force vector of i-th
element can be defined as follows:
 wL
fi =  i
 2

wLi 2
12

wLi
2

−

wLi 2 

12 

T

(15)

Once we define the stiffness matrix and force vector for the all elements, we can create a
global stiffness matrix and force vector by superposing the element stiffness matrix and force
vector as follows:
(16)
f = Kδ
where K is a global stiffness matrix and f is a global force vector. δ denotes the normal and
rotational displacement vector for all nodes. If we get the displacement vector δ for all nodes
by solving Eq. (16), the gap δ mentioned in Section 4.1 can be evaluated.
5. Numerical Analysis Procedure
In this study, EHD and MFBD solvers are used together to analyze the fluid lubrication and
flexible multibody dynamic characteristics of the journal bearing.
In EHD solver, pressure distributions are calculated by considering the bending stiffness
effect of the journal. First, the relative velocity of the journal surface with respect to the bearing
and oil film thickness is calculated over the EHD grid points using the information for the
positions and velocities of journal and bearing. Additionally, oil film thickness that is calculated
previously is updated by considering the variation of oil film thickness resulting from the
bending of the journal. Finally, Reynolds equation is solved with the asperity contact force for
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the given boundary conditions. And then, the calculated pressure field and the resulting force
and torque are transmitted to the MFBD solver.
In the MFBD solver, the transmitted force and torque data are used as the external forces or
torques acting on the journal and bearing. Then, from the MFBD analysis, positions and
velocities of journal and bearing are calculated. These data are transmitted to the EHD solver
again. Fig. 6 shows the procedure of the fluid-structure interaction solving method between
EHD and MFBD solvers.

Fig. 6. Fluid-structure interactions between EHD and MFBD solver

6. Numerical Example
To implement the EHD module considering the bending stiffness effect with MFBD solver
together, this study used the RecurDynTM [16] MFBD environment. To validate the numerical
results of this study, the experimental results of Okamoto et al. [17] are used. The detailed
explanation about the numerical model is described well in [17]. Fig. 7 shows the numerical
model and measured points of the oil film pressure. The rotational speed of shaft is 3250 rpm.
Table 1. The parameters of numerical model
Parameters
Values
Mesh size (circum. × depth)
200×20
Journal diameter
53 [mm]
Bearing width
17 [mm]
Clearance
0.063 [mm]
Dynamic viscosity
3.5·10-2 [Pa·s]
Roughness
5·10-4 [mm]
Composite elastic modulus
206000 [MPa]
Elastic factor
3·10-3
Area moment of inertia of journal
387323 [mm4]
Translational spring coefficient
10·10+7 [N/mm]
Rotational spring coefficient
3.62·10+5 [N·mm/rad]

Table 1 shows the simulation parameters used in the numerical model. Numerical results are
compared with the experimental results of [17] at measured points to validate the model. Fig. 8
shows a pressure distribution which has a steep slope around the edge and a flat slope around
the center. Generally, if the flexibility of the journal and bearing is not considered, the pressure
distribution shows a parabolic shape along the depth direction as shown in the numerical results
of rigid case in Fig. 8. But, because of the flexibility such as bending effect of journal or
bearing, the pressure distribution becomes a flat shape around the center because the oil film
thickness is increased in the center region. And a steep pressure distribution occurs around the
edge and this can cause some wear phenomena which can be modeled as an asperity contact
model. On the other hand, if we compare the numerical results with the experiment results, the
pressure distribution around the edge of the experimental case is higher than that of the
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numerical case and the pressure distribution around the center of the experimental case is lower
than that of the numerical case. It may be that the bending effect of both journal and bearing is
considered in the case of experiment result but the bending effect of journal is considered only
in the numerical result. But, as shown in Fig. 8, the numerical results of current study show a
good agreement with the experimental results and the numerical results of current study show
much better solution than that of the rigid case.

Fig. 7. Numerical model for journal bearing and measured points

Fig. 8. Comparison between numerical and experimental results
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7. Conclusions
In this study, the elastohydrodynamic lubrication analysis considering the bending effect of
journal was coupled with multi-flexible-body dynamics (MFBD) to analyze dynamic bearing
lubrication characteristics such as the pressure distribution and oil film thickness. To solve
coupled fluid-structure interaction system, this study uses a MFBD solver and an EHD module
iteratively. Especially, asperity contact model and bending stiffness effect model are introduced
in EHD module. In the case of asperity contact model, the asperity contact pressure is
calculated from the asperity contact model and then it is reflected on the oil film pressure. In the
case of bending stiffness effect model, the oil film thickness is updated by using the bending
stiffness effect model based on the beam theory. And then the updated oil film thickness is used
to solve Reynolds equation. Additionally, functions such as mesh grid control and oil hole and
groove effects are also implemented. Finally, the numerical results are validated and compared
with the experimental results for the journal bearing example.
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